SERVICING BULLETIN no. 05/06/2013

 Interruption of diving performance

1. SUBJECT MATTER: Parachute sets configured in the composition below:
   - parachute container OP-087 – all sizes
   - parachute container OP-093 and OP-093/01 – all sizes
   - MPAAD security device;

   WARNING: If the parachute containers above are completed without device MPAAD, or include different security device (e.g. m2, CYPRES, VIGIL), the interruption does not relate to the parachute containers. If MPAAD device is installed and not used, correct function of the parachute container remains maintained – during the reserve parachute opening by means of ripcord of the reserve parachute.

2. REASON: The elimination of reserve parachute container malfunction if using the MPAAD device in case of incompliance with the specified length of the closing loop during the parachute packaging.

   The manufacturer decision within information collection, inspection of the parachute sets, and the tests and analysis.

3. MEASURES: User:
   1) Stop performing dives with the above specified parachute container types with MPAAD device until adjustment is completed on the containers.
   2) If the parachute set belongs to the categories above and it is necessary to perform the inspection at the manufacturer, it will be placed out of operation and transported to the manufacturer or person authorized.

   Manufacturer/person authorized:
   1) Will perform inspection, adjustment, and the parachute container inspection with the security device MPAAD.
   2) Will inform the user in the parachute set preparedness for use.

4. VALIDITY: From date of bulleting issue.
5. DATE OF ISSUE: In Jevíčko on 19. 06. 2013
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